Participating in community science (participatory science) is an easy, fun, and interesting way for the general public to contribute to local environmental management while engaging in individual environmental stewardship.

New York Sea Grant and the Seatuck Environmental Association first hosted Community Science LI in 2021 to encourage local stewardship through wildlife education and engagement in participatory science. The monthly online series hosts researchers and local environmental and resource managers to discuss the natural history of a species and share opportunities for volunteers to get involved in local monitoring programs.

In 2022, partners from other Long Island estuary programs joined the Community Science LI outreach effort, helping to organize and host the series’ second iteration, which ran from July through November. Webinars in 2022 featured monitoring programs for eelgrass, oysters, sharks, Long Island mammals, the invasive spotted lanternfly, ospreys, and eagles. More than 210 total participants joined the workshops, with many excited to ask questions about the featured animals and share their observations with guest speakers.

The successful launch and continuation of the Community Science LI webinar series promotes local environmental education and engagement by providing a platform for resource managers to talk about wildlife conservation and how people can get involved in monitoring programs near to them.
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